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INTRODUCTION          
Charter school authorizing is a powerful strategy for making excellent public schools and educational 
opportunities available to all students. Done well, charter authorizing increases student achievement by 
expanding the supply of quality public schools to satisfy unmet needs—particularly by providing life-
changing opportunities for students [whose needs have not been met in] the existing school system. 
 

National Association of Charter School Authorizers, 
Principles and Standards of Quality Authorizing, 2015 

 
The administrative procedures contained herein are designed to guide the work of the Butte County Office 
of Education, Board and staff, and give charter school governing boards, administrators, staff and the 
public a clear understanding of its authorizing practices.  These practices support and promote charter 
schools as an integral partner in meeting the diverse educational needs and priorities of Butte County 
students and families. 
 
Transparent and consistent authorizing promotes a rigorous and respectful relationship among charter 
school operators, advocates and authorizers.  As the circular figure above illustrates, the three phases of 
authorization—petition, oversight and renewal—form a unified process.  They coherently connect the 
petition for a new school, the review of the school’s performance during the life of its charter, and the 
renewal decision. 
 
The charter authorizing procedures of the Butte County Office of Education (BCOE) align with the Butte 
County Board of Education’s (BCBE) Charter Policy, and applicable California Educational Code, as 
informed by the National Association of Charter School Authorizers’ Principles & Standards for Quality 
Charter School Authorizing. 
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The Butte County Board of Education shall consider any petition submitted for the establishment of a 
charter school if: 
 
1. The charter school will serve students for whom the Butte County Office of Education would otherwise 
be responsible for providing direct education and related services; 
2. The charter school will operate as a countywide charter at one or more sites within the geographic 
boundaries of the county, to provide instructional services not generally provided by the Butte County 
Office of Education.  In addition, a countywide charter petition may only be approved if the Butte County 
Board of Education finds that the educational services to be provided by the charter school will offer 
services to a student population that will benefit from those services and that cannot be served as well by 
a charter school that operates in only one school district in the county; 
3. The charter petition was denied by the governing board of a school district within the Butte County 
Board of Education’s jurisdiction and the petition is submitted to the Butte County Board of Education. 
 
The Butte County Board of Education policy for charter school authorizing can be found on the BCOE 
website under Superintendent Policies & Procedures. 
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NEW SCHOOL PETITIONS       

 
 

Introduction to New School Petitions and Appeals 
The Administrative Procedures for New School Petitions and Appeals is a guide designed to give charter 
school governing boards, administrators, staff and the public a clear understanding of the petition review 
process.  It contains guidance for potential petitioners; establishing consistent steps, timelines, and 
criteria in the petition review process.  Furthermore, it clarifies the roles and responsibilities of both 
the authorizer and the filing petitioner. 
 
The charter petition is the proposal for a charter school, and if approved by the Butte County Board of 
Education, serves to delineate BCOE’s role in oversight and the Charter’s role in providing a fiscally and 
educationally sound program.  It provides detailed educational plans, including mission and vision, and 
student achievement goals, as well as fiscal, governance and operational policies and procedures.   In 
conducting its review of a charter petition, BCOE complies with the Charter Schools Act, codified under 
California Education Code §47600, et seq., which delineates requirements that charter authorizing entities 
are to follow in reviewing charter petitions.    Accordingly, the BCOE charter oversight office seeks to 
determine whether charter petitions are reasonably comprehensive, educationally sound and likely to 
be successfully implemented.   Based on its conclusion, the review team makes a recommendation to the 
Butte County Board of Education. 
 

Charter Petition Review Process 
This section describes each phase of the petition review process.  Please see the following chart for a 
visual illustration of the petition review process. This section will establish consistent steps in the petition 
review process in order to determine the final recommendation to the Board and targeted days for 
completing each step.  The process supports the fulfillment of legal compliance while maintaining 
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petitioners’ ownership over the petition to demonstrate their capacity to successfully open a charter school 
and implement the charter. 

Step 0: Prior to Petition Submission 
 
Submitting a Standard or Countywide Benefit Petition  
Prior to submitting a standard or countywide benefit petition, potential petitioners should contact the 
charter oversight office for a submission packet 2.  The submission packet should be reviewed thoroughly 
as it contains a list of required documents for proper submission of a petition.  Furthermore, petitioners 
are strongly encouraged to take advantage of the resources available to them, including researching and 
utilizing the knowledge base of successful charter schools, previously approved charters, and the various 
organizations that support charter school development.  Note that elements of previously approved 
charters may not constitute established precedents.  While previously approved charters can be a useful 
resource, submitted petitions should represent the work of the petitioners. 
 
Once BCOE receives the submission packet, the charter oversight administrator will be available to the 
petitioner to answer questions as they arrange for submission of the petition.   Prior to submission, 
the petitioner should confirm that the petition is complete, as an incomplete petition will not be 
reviewed.  The oversight administrator will notify the petitioner in writing if the submission is incomplete. 
 
The charter oversight administrator will provide guidance to facilitate the petition process  and  to  
clarify  what  is  expected  of  a  successful  petition.  However, beyond suggestions provided, the content 
of the petition must be created by the petitioner.  The review team uses the content of the complete 
petition to assess the likelihood that the proposed school will provide an educationally sound program for 
the target population within a fiscally sound, viable organization. 
 
Submitting an Appeal 
If denied by a district within the county, the petitioner may elect to appeal to the County Office of 
Education.  Submission of the petition must be within 180 calendar days of the school district governing 
board’s denial or 30 days if denied at renewal.  As with the standard and countywide petition submission, 
only complete submission packets will be reviewed. Contact the charter oversight administrator to 
ensure you have proper documentation for an appeal submission.  The charter appeal review timeline 
becomes effective after all required documents have been submitted and the petition is officially date 
stamped. 
Please Note: In the following timeline graphic, the revision process does not apply to petitions submitted 
on appeal. There shall be no material changes to the charter petition as denied by the school district. 
 
    
2 Forms are available electronically when requested of the BCOE charter oversight office.
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Butte County Office of Education Standard Petition Review Process Flowchart with Targeted Dates 
This section will provide a visual representation of the consistent steps in the petition review process.  Note that steps 3-5 contain targeted 
number of days for the step with and without a mutually agreed upon 30-day extension.  
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Butte County Office of Education Countywide Petition Review Process Flowchart with Targeted Timelines 
This section will provide a visual representation of the consistent steps in the petition review process.  Note that steps 3-5 contain targeted 
number of days for the step with and without a mutually agreed upon 30-day extension. 
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Step 1: Initial Review 
 
The purpose of this step is to determine if the petition has the potential to be found reasonably 
comprehensive. BCOE’s determination should be completed within approximately 1 week of submission. 
 
During this step, BCOE staff conducts an initial review of the charter petition.  The sole purpose for this 
initial review is to determine if 1 )  the petition has the potential to be found reasonably comprehensive, 
educationally sound and likely to be implemented successfully based on the criteria described more fully 
in Step 2:  Full Review and 2) the petition appears to meet the criteria, if applying as a countywide charter. 
 
The BCOE charter oversight and fiscal administrators will conduct an initial review using a review checklist 
based on California Education Code §47605(b) or 47605.6(b).   The initial review focuses primarily on  

♦ Elements 1-4 (Educational Program, Measurable Student Outcomes, Method by Which Student 
Outcomes Will Be Measured, and Governance)  

♦ alignment of goals with eight (8) state priorities (listed in Ed Code 52060(d) – LCAP) that apply for 
the grade levels served or the nature of the program 

♦ the budget 
♦ signatures 

 
If the initial review team finds that the petition has the potential to be successful, the petition is passed 
to the next stage, Step 2:  Full Review.   
 
If the initial review team concurs that there is sufficient fact-based evidence  to  merit  a  denial  
recommendation,  the charter oversight administrator will prepare findings  of  fact  to  accompany  
the  denial recommendation.  The petitioner is informed of the decision and provided with the findings of 
fact.  The petitioner may elect to withdraw the petition, make revisions and resubmit to the Board of 
Education as a new petition.  Butte County Board of Education policy does not allow for revisions to new 
petitions following the public hearing.  As such, Step 1 is the most appropriate time for the petitioner to 
address necessary revisions. 
 
The BCOE charter oversight administrator reserves the right to bypass Step 1, Initial Review, and begin the 
process with a full team at Step 2, Full Review. 
 

Step 2: Full Review 
The purpose of this step is to conduct all necessary analysis to determine if the petition is reasonably 
comprehensive, educationally sound, and likely to be successfully implemented.  It should be completed 
within 30 calendar days of submission. 

 
The full review is conducted by a team of BCOE staff, including instructional,  fiscal, human resources, 
facilities, special education and other district staff, as needed.  The full review consists of an examination 
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of Elements 1-15 of the petition, a fiscal review, and a capacity interview.   BCOE generally conducts the 
full review internally and does not provide any feedback to the petitioner during this phase of the review 
process. In this way, the petitioner receives a single set of feedback, rather than multiple iterations.  
BCOE compiles all relevant feedback and provides it to the petitioner in a single document.  Per board 
policy, the petitioner may only elect to submit redline revisions prior to the public hearing. 
 

Petition: Elements 1-15 
The petition consists of 15 elements required by California Education Code §47605(b) (5) or 47605.6(b) (5), 
which requires that a successful petition contain “reasonably comprehensive descriptions” of each 
element.  The review team reviews and assesses whether the petition is reasonably comprehensive and 
educationally sound, and determines whether charter petitioners are “demonstrably unlikely to 
successfully implement the program.”    The assessment is completed according to a Petition Review 
Checklist based on California Education Code §47605(b) or 47605.6(b).   

Capacity Interview 
California Education Code requires charter authorizing entities to determine whether petitioners have the   
capacity to successfully implement the program set forth in the charter petition [ §47605 (b)(2) or 
47605.6(b)(2)]. To this end, and as a best practice for high quality authorizing, the Butte County charter 
oversight office may conduct a capacity interview as part of the petition process for proposed charter 
schools. 
 
The charter oversight administrator will schedule the capacity interview in a timely manner so that full 
review can be completed within 30 days of submission.   The capacity interview is led by the charter 
oversight administrator; assisted by one or more members of the review team, and will include a fiscal 
representative. 
 
During the capacity interview, the review team will have the opportunity to get to know the charter 
leaders and clarify concerns discussed during the petition review process. Petitioners will also have the 
opportunity to demonstrate their experience and expertise relating to matters set forth in their petition.  
The interview could include scenarios of hypothetical situations that could occur at a charter school.  Such 
questions do not have a single answer, but rather are designed to elicit opportunities for petitioners to 
demonstrate their capacity to lead and manage the charter school. 
 
In determining who should attend, the petitioner should consider that this is a key component of 
demonstrating their capacity and use their own judgment to plan accordingly.  The team should be 
comprised of members who are prepared to answer questions about the proposed program, including, 
but not limited to: school governance, mission and vision, instructional program, school operations, 
fiscal operations, student populations, student enrollment, assessment and data analysis. 

 
Butte County recommends a combination of the following: 

1. The lead petitioner (s) 
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2. The person(s) who will be responsible for day-to-day running of the school 
3. The person(s) who will be responsible for day-to-day management of the school’s finances 
4. The principal (if one has been selected)  
5. The educational leader of the school 
6. Members of the governing board 

 
Based on the results of the interview, the rev iew team will make a determination regarding the 
capacity of the petitioner team to successfully implement the program set forth in the charter petition.  
If the capacity interview provides an affirmation of the petitioner team’s capacity, the results become 
evidence in support of the petition. 
 
If it is determined that the petitioner team lacks the capacity to successfully implement the plan set 
forth in the charter petition based on the six criteria for denial as described in Step 5: Board Action, the 
petition will be recommended for denial.  The charter oversight administrator will incorporate evidence 
from the interview and submitted petition into the findings of fact, and submit to the Board with a 
denial recommendation. 
 
The BCOE charter oversight office reserves the right to waive the capacity interview if the petition review 
team determines the petition meets CA Education Code requirements.   
 

Fiscal Review 
The review team will conduct a review of the school’s fiscal status and proposed operations. The petition 
is reviewed for fiscal impact, or the personnel and materials required to implement the proposed program 
(e.g. salaries, instructional supplies, equipment, facilities, and maintenance of facilities, professional 
development, and contract services).  Fiscal staff assesses whether the assumptions used both for revenue 
and expenditures are reasonable and realistic.  Based on this assessment, the fiscal staff will examine 
current funds, and the three-year budget and three-year cash flow projections to determine if the school 
is likely to be financially viable. 
 

Public Hearing 
Charters considered for approval will be placed on the Board of Education’s agenda to allow for public 
comment.  At this time, the Board will be able to “consider the level of support for the petition by teachers 
employed by the district, other employees of the district, and parents,” as directed by Education Code 
§47605(b) or 47605.6(b). 
 
Through the analysis above, the review team determines if the petition is reasonably comprehensive, 
educationally sound, and likely to be successfully implemented.  Based on the answer, the petition is 
assigned to one of the following three categories: 
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• If YES, it is reasonably comprehensive, educationally sound and likely to be successfully 
implemented, the charter oversight administrator prepares an approval recommendation and 
sends the petition to Step 4: Recommendation. 

• If PROBABLE, the review team has determined that with some modifications the petition would 
be reasonably comprehensive, educationally sound, and likely to be successfully implemented.  
The description of the academic program, fiscal planning and governance appear to be strong but 
leaves the review team with some questions and concerns that need to be addressed before a 
finding of reasonably comprehensive can be made and an approval recommendation can be made to 
the Board.  As such, it is sent to Step 3: Revisions.  Revisions following the public hearing require Board 
approval. 

• If NO, the petition is not reasonably comprehensive, educationally sound, and/or likely to be 
successfully implemented, the charter oversight administrator prepares a denial 
recommendation and findings of fact, and sends the petition to Step 4: Recommendation. 

 

Step 3: Revisions 
The purpose of this step is to work in collaboration with petitioners, where possible, to arrive at a 
petition that can be recommended for approval to the Board as reasonably comprehensive, 
educationally sound and likely to be successfully implemented.  It is important to note, there shall be no 
material changes to the charter petition as denied by the school district. For other new petitions coming 
before the Butte County Board of Education, it is important to note that revisions after the public 
hearing may only be made with the Board’s prior approval. 
 
The Butte COE petition review team will make every effort to work through any revision concerns prior to 
the public hearing.  Following the public hearing, the charter oversight administrator may seek Board 
approval for a short revision window, if a petition is deemed to be close to reasonably comprehensive, 
educationally sound and likely to succeed.   In this case, the description of the academic program, fiscal 
planning and governance appear to be strong but leaves members of the review team with some 
questions and concerns that need to be addressed before a finding of reasonably comprehensive can be 
made and an approval recommendation can be made to the Board.   The Butte COE petition review team 
and the Butte County Board of Education prefer to work collaboratively with petitioners to resolve issues 
when the concerns are minimal within a petition that is fundamentally strong, and the petition represents 
a potential partner in advancing BCOE’s mission to be committed to the success of every student and the 
excellence of every educator.  Where revisions are concerned, the oversight administrator will provide 
feedback to the petitioner in the form of comments and questions, and will work with the petitioner to 
resolve the remaining issues. 
 
The charter oversight administrator will use the “comment” function to insert the team’s comments and 
questions in the petition.  The charter oversight administrator may note missing language or suggest 
deletions within a comment. The charter oversight administrator will limit comments to conflicts with 
California Education Code, Superintendent or Board policy or expeditious, narrow descriptions and 
solutions.  Throughout the review process, feedback will be provided in such a way that the petitioner  
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retains authorship and ownership over the charter petition.   
The charter oversight administrator will compile all relevant feedback and provide it to the petitioner 
in a single document.  The charter oversight administrator will clarify in writing which terms and provisions 
have no room for flexibility.  For example, while a certain number of instructional minutes are required by 
the Charter Schools Act, the schedule of the school day is at the discretion of the potential charter school 
operator. 
 
The charter oversight administrator wi l l  make staff available to discuss comments and concerns in more 
detail, if requested.  Any sections that are considered satisfactory will contain the language, “Criteria 
Met.” The petitioner should not modify these sections of the document without first speaking with the 
charter oversight administrator.  The charter office will use the “compare” function in Word to confirm 
that original, approved sections remain unaltered. 
 
Along with the annotated petition, the charter oversight administrator will provide a short window for 
submitting revisions in order to meet the statutory timeline. In order to meet the timeline, the charter 
oversight administrator must submit a board report with either an approval recommendation or a denial 
recommendation accompanied by findings of fact, at least two weeks prior to the Board meeting.  If the 
petitioner does not submit a reasonably comprehensive petition according to the timeline, the process 
will continue down one of two possible paths: (1) The charter oversight administrator and the petitioner 
mutually agree to 30-day extension or (2) The charter oversight administrator prepares to submit a denial 
recommendation and findings of fact. 
 
For schools that enter the revision stage, the charter oversight administrator may request in writing 
that the petitioner agree to the 30-day extension of timeline to allow both parties to come to a resolution 
regarding the review teams remaining concerns. If the necessary revisions cannot be completed within 
the allotted timeline and the petitioner does not agree to the 30-day extension, the charter oversight 
administrator will be obliged to submit a denial recommendation to the Board. 
 
Successful resolution of the remaining requirements will lead to a finding that the petition is reasonably 
comprehensive, educationally sound and likely to be successfully implemented.  An approval 
recommendation will then be submitted to the Board. 

Step 4: Recommendation 
The purpose of this step is to provide a recommendation to the Board based on the BCOE charter 
petition review team’s evaluation and should be completed within 45 calendar days or 75 calendar days 
if the 30-day extension was mutually agreed upon (75/105 calendar days for countywide). 

 
Based on the analysis conducted, as described above, the review team submits a process and findings 
report and a recommendation for approval or denial to the Board of Education.  Recommendation for 
approval may include language indicating the petition be approved with conditions, including but not 
limited to the execution of a Memorandum of Understanding and a term of one to five years for new 
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petitions; five years for renewal petitions.  Denial recommendations are supported by written findings of 
fact. 

Step 5: Board Action 
The purpose of this step is for the BCOE Board of Education to make a decision regarding the charter 
petition and should be completed within 60 calendar days or 90 calendar days if the 30-day extension was 
mutually agreed upon (90-120 calendar days for countywide). 
 
The  Board of  Education  will make  a  final  decision and take action to approve or deny the charter 
petition based on the recommendation of the review team and the guidelines delineated in Education 
Code §47605 or 47605.6.  The Board of Education may deny a petition for a new school if they find that: 
 

1. The charter school will provide an unsound educational program for students during the term of 
its charter; 

2. The charter school is demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement the program set forth in 
the petition; 

3. The petition does not contain the number of signatures required by subdivision (a) 
4. The petition does not contain the necessary affirmations set forth in the Charter Schools Act; or 
5. The petition does not contain reasonably comprehensive descriptions of the fifteen required 

elements set forth in the Charter Schools Act. 
6. The petition does not contain a declaration of whether or not the charter school shall be deemed 

the exclusive public employer of the employees of the charter school for purposes of Chapter 10.7 
(commencing with Section 3540) of Division 4 of Title 1 of the Government Code. 

 
For a countywide charter school, the following conditions also exist:  

7. The petition does not contain reasonable justification for why the charter school could not be 
established by a petition to a school district;  

8. Any other basis that the Board finds justifies denial of the petition  
 
The Board of Education shall not deny a charter petition unless it makes written factual findings setting 
forth specific facts to support one or more of the above six findings, pursuant to Education Code 

Section §47605(b) or 47605.6(b). The charter oversight administrator will ensure that all necessary 
documentation, including Findings of Fact and Confirmation of Denial, is delivered within ten business 
days.     

 
Since one of the original goals of the Charter Schools Act is to “encourage the use of different and 
innovative teaching methods," BCOE will encourage and learn from innovative practices.  It is the 
responsibility of the review team to focus on the quality of the educational program, the school’s capacity 
to implement it, and if chartered, the student achievement outcomes that it produces, rather than its 
fidelity to a traditional approach. BCOE authorizes and reviews schools with diverse missions, designs and 
programs. 
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BCOE has no institutional preference with regard to curriculum or instructional model.  BCOE strives to 
authorize schools that provide high quality educational opportunities to students.  BCOE will provide 
professional development to charter authorizing and review staff to develop the capacity to evaluate 
schools that use a variety of educational approaches by assessing the outcomes, the soundness of the 
educational program and the capacity to implement. 

 
 

Roles and Responsibilities at Each Step of the Petition Review Process 
 

Petition Review Step Charter Petition Review Team Charter Schools 

Step 0: 
Prior to Submission 

Provide petition submission 
instructions, petition checklist 
and definition of reasonably 
comprehensive for the 15 
elements. 

 
Hold orientation session. 

Learn about the petition review 
process and expectations for 
successful petitions. 
 
Write charter petition. 
 

Step 1: 
Initial Review 

Review Elements 1-4 and 
budget. 

 
Determine if petition has the 
potential to be educationally 
sound, likely to be successfully 
implemented and reasonably 
comprehensive, and if a 
countywide petition, appears 
to meet the criteria of a 
countywide charter. 

None 

Step 2: 
Full Review and Public Hearing 

Conduct full review of charter with 
team. 
 
Conduct capacity interview, if 
requested by the review team. 
 
 
Hold public hearing to consider 
the level of support for the 
petition by teachers employed 
by the district, other employees 
of the district, and parents. 
 

Provide documentation, as 
requested. 
 
Participate in capacity interview, 
as requested. 
 
Participate in public hearing. 
 

Step 3: Revisions, if applicable 
 

Provide feedback in the form of 
comments and questions. 

 

Respond to BCOE’s comments and 
questions. 
 

Step 4: Recommendation 
 

Prepare recommendation and 
supporting documentation 

Provide clarification, as necessary. 
 

Step 5: 
Board Action 

Present recommendation to the 
Board. 

Attend Board meeting, if 
desired. 
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Timeline 
This section will outline the process to ensure that statutory deadlines are met. 
 
BCOE accepts the submission of new petitions between August 15 – December 15 each year to 
accommodate the summer recess schedule, meet the statutory timelines, allow ample time for schools 
intending to open the following fall to conduct business in preparation, and for impacted districts to make 
necessary adjustments in staffing prior to the March 15 district layoff notification deadline. BCOE requests 
that applicants work with BCOE to submit petitions within this time frame.   
 
In the case of petitions received after December 15, the Butte County Board of Education reserves the 
right to consider approval on the basis of a one year delay in the commencement of the charter school 
operation. 
 

Petitions Received on Appeal 
A charter school petition that has been previously denied by the governing board of a school district 
must be received by the county board of education not later than 180 calendar days after the denial. Any 
petition received by the county board of education more than 180 days after denial shall not be acted 
upon by the county board of education.  

  

Locally Funded Charter Petitions 
The same process and timelines for submitting, reviewing and approving a locally funded, “dependent”, 
charter apply to Butte County Office of Education petitioners.  The charter oversight administrator will 
work closely with BCOE staff to ensure petition language is relevant to a locally funded charter.   
 
See the petition submission packet for a complete list of documents required to submit a petition. 
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OVERSIGHT           
 

Introduction to Oversight 
It is the philosophy of the Butte County Office of Education (BCOE), in accordance with the California 
Charter Schools Act, to evaluate charter schools using a performance-based system.  BCOE’s oversight 
process is guided by the Criteria for Renewal, 4 which clearly articulate expectations with regard to charter 
school performance.   Throughout the life of the charter, the BCOE charter oversight office will evaluate 
charter schools coming  to  charter  renewal  against,  and  will  make  renewal  decisions  based  upon,  
the  Criteria  for Renewal.  The second of the three criteria, Criterion 2: Sound Educational Program and 
Capacity to Implement, is used to guide oversight procedures during the charter school’s term.   Within 
this criterion are four categories of performance indicators that measure the outcomes of the school’s 
educational program, fiscal operations and governance: 

 
1. Student Achievement and Educational Performance 
2. Governance and Organizational Management 
3. Fiscal Operations 
4. Fulfillment of the Charter 

 

     
4 For more information regarding the Criteria for Renewal, please see Renewal chapter. 
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BCOE acknowledges that a core responsibility of every authorizer is to “engage in responsible oversight of 
charter schools by ensuring that schools have both the autonomy to which they are entitled and the public 
accountability for which they are responsible.”5  
 
Therefore, the oversight office conducts regularly scheduled visits and meetings, including attendance at 
board meetings, with administration of all public charter schools i t  authorizes. The purpose of these 
visits is to monitor each school’s progress in achieving the academic, organizational, and fiscal objectives 
set forth in its charter, and the Criterion for Renewal, Criterion 2: Sound Educational Program and 
Capacity to Implement. 
 
As part of the four categories listed above, oversight shall include a review of the school’s compliance 
with applicable law, regulations, court orders, any applicable memorandum of understanding, and the 
terms of its charter.    Furthermore, in alignment with the intent of the legislation, oversight visits will 
also serve as opportunities for reflective assessment for both the charter school and oversight staff to 
broaden the lens used to monitor the performance of the charter school and to systematically assess 
different and innovative practices implemented for possible use in district settings. 
 
Charter school leaders and governing board members are encouraged to take a cooperative approach to 
these oversight processes and engage with the oversight office in monitoring the school’s programs. 
Providing additional evidence, when appropriate, and making corrections or adjustments, when 
necessary, will increase the likelihood of the school’s success. 

The regular and ongoing process of school visits and evaluations: 
 

• Aligns to BCOE’s Criteria for Renewal and renewal review process.  
 

• Allows the charter school and the oversight office to understand if the school is progressing 
successfully to renewal and serves as an indicator of the likelihood of the school’s ability to make 
a compelling case for renewal. It  is  BCOE’s  intent  that  this  process  serve  to  ensure  the  
fairness  and transparency of its recommendations on renewal, ensuring that a charter school 
is never surprised by any recommendation. 
 

• Provides schools with regular feedback regarding their progress towards renewal and affords 
them an occasion to take early corrective action if they are not, thereby increasing the 
opportunities for a charter school to succeed.   

 

Developmental Approach to Oversight 
In the early years of a school’s charter, site visits focus on the progress a school is making toward 
implementing its instructional and assessment programs, which in turn will heavily affect the progress 
that a school will be able to demonstrate in meeting its performance-based measures during the charter  

     
5 National Association of Charter School Authorizers, Principles and Standards for Quality Charter School Authorizing, 
2015. 
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period.    Because  the oversight office  recognizes  that  much  of  the  evidence  necessary  to  evaluate  
a  school’s successes and/or deficiencies in these areas is not always available in written documentation, 
site visit  protocols  focus on  qualitative  factors,  including  classroom  visitations, meetings with school 
administrators, conversations with staff, parents and students, and reviews of student work. 
 
The standard of review that the oversight office uses in the early years of the charter is different than 
those used at renewal.  BCOE takes into account the fact that the school is in start-up and is growing, and 
the observations and findings reflect this stage in program development.  At renewal, however, a school  
will be expected to have moved from the beginnings of implementation and the promise of future growth 
to full and effective implementation, with substantiating data, contextual information, and in most cases, 
a corresponding increase in student achievement results.  
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The focus of site visits is adjusted over the term of the charter as indicated by the chart below: 
 

Charter Year Purpose of Visit 

Prior to Opening 

 
To provide an orientation to BCOE’s accountability and oversight 
processes. 
 
To assess the charter school’s preparedness for opening. 

Charter Year Purpose of Visit 

Year 1 

To provide an overview of the completeness of any prior opening 
actions and feedback relative to the Criteria for Renewal. 
 
To  confirm legal compliance in applicable law, court orders, and 
 
To learn about the school’s self-identified areas of strength and 
areas needing improvement. 
 

Year 2-4 

To evaluate the status of the school in meeting performance goals and 
the Criteria for Renewal. 
 
To confirm legal compliance in applicable law, court orders, and 
memorandum of understanding. 
 
To learn about the school’s self-identified areas of strength and areas 
needing improvement. 
 

Year 5 

To verify and augment claims made in the school’s renewal petition. 
 
To evaluate the school’s qualitative evidence of success relative to its 
performance goals and the Criteria for Renewal. 
 
To learn about the school’s self-identified areas of strength and areas 
needing improvement. 
 
To gather additional evidence regarding critical issues with regard to the 
school’s academic program, fiscal soundness, legal compliance, court 
orders, and memorandum of understanding, and organizational viability. 
 

 

While Education Code §47604.32 requires a school site visit during each year of the charter term, Butte 
County Board of Education policy states schools will be visited at least once each semester.  The 
oversight office will use oversight data, including discussion with charter school administration to 
appropriately focus the scope of annual site visits.  Those charter schools that are able to demonstrate 
substantial evidence that they are meeting their  performance  goals,  complying  with  applicable  laws,  
and  addressing  the  Criteria  for  Renewal through the Charter School Self-Assessment and other 
monitoring mechanisms may receive an abbreviated site visit.   Charter schools that struggle to 
demonstrate adequate progress toward meeting the aforementioned areas may receive multiple school 
site visits each year.  Key areas of inquiry in which the school has consistently demonstrated sound 
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practice from year to year will be monitored, but will not serve as critical areas of focus during 
subsequent school site visits.  In addition, BCOE reserves the right to visit the charter school at any 
time as part of its oversight responsibilities. 
 
Each charter school will be provided the charter oversight administrator’s contact information, as the 
primary contact that will work with the school throughout the life of its charter.  The structured team 
approach will improve the connection among the phases of authorizing--from the initial petition for a new 
school through the life of the charter term and up to the renewal decision and subsequent renewal 
petition.   The long term relationship with the administrator will support getting to know the school, 
enabling the oversight office to track the school’s development over time and to provide substantive 
feedback regarding its progress towards renewal. 

Components of Oversight 
This section describes the components that comprise the BCOE’s monitoring of a school over the life of its 
charter. 

Current Year Self-Assessment 
Charter schools in the first, second, third, or fourth years of their charter complete and submit a brief self- 
assessment to the charter oversight office not less than one month prior to the date of the second semester 
visit.  Charter schools in the fifth or last year of their charter term should submit a Renewal Petition 
according to the renewal timeline in lieu of the self- assessment. 
 
The self-assessment is intended to 1 )  promote directly relevant, respectful and rigorous conversations 
during the site visit and enable the school to take an active role in preparing for and contributing to the 
effectiveness of the site visit. 2) provide a process through which the charter school can actively reflect 
on its progress toward meeting its performance goals and the Criteria for Renewal.  Because the self-
assessment is intended for authentic use, not to check an accountability box, no template will be provided. 
By request, the charter oversight administrator will provide format samples with the permission of school 
administrators. Communicating the self-analysis to the oversight office, enables the school to direct their 
attention to the key programmatic elements of which they are particularly proud and to communicate 
their plans for future development.  In essence, it is the school’s opportunity to say, “This is the way that 
we see our school.”  

While the self-assessment is loosely formatted so school leaders have the flexibility to tell their own story, 
there are some formatting and data requirements to which schools are expected to adhere. All claims 
should be supported with objective data and evidence.  

LCAP Review 
Pursuant to Education Code Section §47606.5, on or before July 1 each year. Charter schools will update 
the goals and annual actions to achieve those goals identified in the charter.   
 

The charter oversight office will review the charter school’s LCAP to ensure compliance with the following 
elements of education code: 

• The Local Control and Accountability Plan and annual update to the Local Control and 
Accountability Plan shall be developed using the adopted template, and will include the following: 
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o A review of the progress toward the goals included in the charter, an assessment of the 
effectiveness of the specific actions described in the charter toward achieving the goals, 
and a description of changes to the specific actions the charter school will make as a result 
of the review and assessment. 

o A listing and description of the expenditures for the fiscal year implementing the specific 
actions included in the charter as a result of the reviews and assessment required by the 
previous bullet. 

o To the extent practicable, data will be reported in a manner consistent with how 
information is reported on a school accountability report card. 

o The charter school shall consult with teachers, principals, administrators, other school 
personnel, parents, and pupils in developing the local control and accountability plan and 
annual update to the local control and accountability plan. 

Document Review 
In order to maximize efficient use of limited resources and minimize duplication of effort prior to the visit, 
the oversight office will review documents, reports and resources already made available to BCOE.  This 
will allow the focus of the site visit to be on those items addressed in the self-evaluation and any critical 
issues that emerged during prior oversight.  Throughout the year, the oversight office will ask the charter 
school to submit additional documentation regarding current programs and practices, as required by law, 
and as necessary for quality oversight.  Additional documents may also be requested at the time of the site 
visit if questions, concerns and/or inconsistencies arise. 
 
Whenever  possible,  the oversight office will  work  with  the  school  to  facilitate  the  transfer  of  
documents electronically to allow a larger portion of the site visit to be devoted to data collection that can 
only be done on site through interviews and observations. 

School Site Visit 
The charter oversight administrator will schedule and lead site visits. Additional team members will be 
asked to participate in school site visits based upon the unique elements of the school and the focus of the 
visit.    
 
During the school site visit, the oversight team will investigate key areas of inquiry that are aligned with 
the Criteria for Renewal in order to provide feedback to the school about its progress towards renewal.  
For example, with regard to Fulfillment of the Charter, the team might examine stakeholders’ awareness 
of the school’s mission and goals as well as implementation of the educational philosophy outlined in the 
charter agreement. The team will also review the school’s compliance with the provisions in its charter. 
 
The school site visit might also include a tour of the school facility, classroom observations and interviews 
with key stakeholders of the charter school, including charter school administrators, teachers, parents, 
students, and members of the governing board.  The charter oversight administrator will work closely with 
school administrators to review oversight documents and create a visit schedule that takes into account 
the charter school’s unique organization and daily schedule. 
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Fiscal Oversight 
BCOE will conduct annual monitoring of the charter school’s fiscal operations in accordance with the 
Charter Schools Act, although the nature of the evaluation may vary from year to year.  The fiscal division 
may conduct on-site evaluations for direct funded schools in any year of the charter’s term.  Schools with 
strong fiscal standing may be in the form of desk evaluations. These schools will submit required 
documentation to BCOE, allowing division staff to review documents remotely rather than at the school 
site.  Exceptions to this guideline will include schools whose previous oversight has revealed concerns 
with financial operations.   
 

Feedback to Schools: Findings of Annual Oversight and the School Site Visit Team  
Members of the oversight team will generate consensus-based conclusions in each of the key areas of 
inquiry.  Conclusions will be based on multiple sources of reliable and verifiable evidence, such as student 
achievement data, documents provided by the school, interviews with key stakeholders and on site 
observations.  The charter oversight administrator will document these findings in a site visit and 
oversight report.  In addition, the report will summarize annual oversight findings including, but not 
limited to Governance, Fiscal and Operations. 

The charter oversight administrator will share this report with the charter school in draft form to solicit 
factual corrections before providing a final copy to the school’s governing board as formative feedback 
on the school’s progress toward renewal.   Each year, the oversight office will communicate to the 
school whether it is making adequate progress towards renewal by each of the Criteria for Renewal, 
and will use the information contained within the visit report to inform its ongoing oversight of the 
charter school and the renewal review process. 
Although the information provided in these documents is not intended as a prescription, the oversight 
office encourages the school to review any identified issues thoroughly, and use them to assist in guiding 
its leadership team to further develop the school’s academic program and meet both Charter and LCAP 
goals. 
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RENEWAL            

 
 
 

 
 

 

Introduction to Renewal 
During the final year of its current charter term, a charter school that wishes to continue operations 
will apply for renewal.  The administrative procedures that follow are a guide to renewal for the charter 
review team and the charter schools authorized by the Butte County Board of Education.  These 
procedures are designed to give charter school governing boards, administrators, staff and the public a 
clear understanding of the Criteria for Renewal for charter schools and the process for submitting Renewal 
Petitions with BCOE. 

Like an initial charter petition, the renewal charter petition serves to delineate the charter school and 
BCOE's respective responsibilities in providing education and oversight. Renewal petitions submitted to 
BCOE are accompanied by a renewal application that documents the extent to which the charter school 
has met the Criteria for Renewal in the previous charter term, and defines the terms of the renewed 
charter, should the renewal petition be approved by the Butte County Board of Education. 

Through these administrative procedures, BCOE also introduces an alternative path to renewal:  Expedited 
Renewal.  BCOE shall identify those charter schools that have demonstrated an exemplary record of 
performance and invite them to apply for Expedited Renewal. It is important to note that charter renewal is 
not automatic.  Charter schools must demonstrate that they have met high standards of performance that 
are likely to persist in order to continue operations through the term of a renewal charter. 
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Criteria for Renewal 
In making the renewal recommendation decision (approval or denial), the charter renewal review team 
will evaluate the charter school according to a fixed process guided by the Criteria for Renewal: 

 
1. Minimum Standard for Charter Renewal 
2. Sound Educational Program & Capacity to Implement 
3. Reasonably Comprehensive Renewal Petition 

 
The  first  criterion,  Minimum  Standard  for  Charter  Renewal,  consists  of  the  minimum  student 
achievement results required to apply for renewal, as defined in Education Code §47607.   The second, 
Sound Educational Program & Capacity to implement, examines key indicators of student and school 
performance achieved by the school thus far.  These first two criteria assess the school’s performance 
during its current charter term and the third, Reasonably Comprehensive Renewal Petition, assesses its 
plans for the following charter term, should the renewal petition be approved by the Butte County Board 
of Education. 

The Criteria for Renewal establish transparent expectations for charter school performance that apply to 
charter schools both during the renewal review and throughout the term of the charter.  The charter 
review team will evaluate charter schools through the lens of the Criteria for Renewal over the term of 
the charter through the charter oversight process.  Therefore, charter schools approaching renewal will 
have a clear understanding of their status with regard to renewal requirements. 

The Renewal Application and Review Process 
This section describes each stage of the renewal review process.   Please see the following t i me l i n e  
a n d  chart for a visual illustration of the renewal decision making process. These stages represent 
decisions that must be made in order to come to a final renewal recommendation.   Note that the steps 
may not occur in a strictly chronological order, based on the availability of state assessment data. 

Criterion 1: Minimum Standard for Charter Renewal 
The Butte County Board of Education shall consider increases in pupil academic achievement for all groups 
of pupils served by the charter school as the most important factor in determining whether to grant a 
charter renewal.  A charter school approaching the end of its charter term must have demonstrated that 
it is eligible to apply for a new charter term by meeting the Minimum Standard for Charter Renewal, as 
defined by Education Code Section §47607.  This code specifies academic performance criteria that a 
charter school must meet in order to be eligible for renewal of its charter. 
 
The relevant education code specifically states that after a charter school has been in operation for four 
years, a charter school shall meet at least one of the following criteria prior to renewal:  

NOTE: The County Office is in the process of determining how to apply the requirements of section 
47607(b) beyond the academic criterion described in item four. At the present time, it is still not 
clear what state data and/or metrics might be available under the new ESSA requirements to 
demonstrate satisfaction of the charter school renewal eligibility criteria.  The oversight office is 
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continuing to monitor developments at the state level and will share any pertinent information 
as soon as it becomes available.  

(1) (OBSOLETE) Attained its Academic Performance Index (API) growth target in the prior year or in two 
of the last three years, or in the aggregate for the prior three years; 

(2)  (OBSOLETE) Ranked in deciles 4 to 10, inclusive, on the API in the prior year or in two of 

the last three years; 

(3) (OBSOLETE) Ranked in deciles 4 to 10, inclusive, on the API for a demographically comparable 
school in the prior year or in two of the last three years; or 

(4) (A) The academic performance of the charter school is at least equal to the academic performance of 
the public schools that the charter school pupils would otherwise have been required to attend, as well 
as the academic performance of the schools in the school district in which the charter school is located, 
taking into account the composition of the pupil population that is served at the charter school.   

(B) The determination made pursuant to this paragraph shall be based upon all of the following: 

• Documented and clear and convincing data. 
• Pupil achievement data from assessments, including, but not limited to, the California  

Standardized Testing and Reporting Program for demographically similar pupil populations in the 
comparison schools. 

• Information submitted by the charter school. 

(5) Has qualified for an alternative accountability system pursuant to subdivision (h) of Section 
§52052. 

The determination made shall be based upon all of the following: 

• Documented and clear and convincing data  
• Pupil achievement data from assessments, including, but not limited to, Standardized Testing 
• Information submitted by the charter school, including third-party reviews, such as the Western 

Association of Schools and Colleges, may also be given due consideration to assess the soundness 
of a school’s educational program. 
 

Butte County Board of Education Timeline: 
 
The charter oversight administrator will meet with individual schools for coaching purposes. When near-
final drafts of the charter renewal application and supporting documents are complete, the charter school 
teams will meet informally with the charter oversight administrator for feedback on the draft applications.   

At least 120 days prior to the expiration of the current term 

Charter petitioner submits the renewal application packet, per the guidelines in the Charter Renewal 
Application Packet.  Dates will be coordinated with the charter office administrator. Pursuant to statute, the  
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60 day timeline for Board decision begins the day the petition is formally recorded as complete by BCOE. 

Within 30 days of recorded submission 

Upon determination that the documents submitted are complete, the charter review team conducts a 
comprehensive review of the renewal application.  A public hearing is scheduled to receive input on whether 
or not to extend the charter.  The charter renewal application and petition will be submitted to the Butte 
County Board of Education at this Board Meeting.  The petitioner may amend their applications within one 
week of the public hearing in response to comments from the public hearing and the Charter review team. 

A Renewal Site Visit will be scheduled for any school not on an Expedited Renewal Track and is used to 
corroborate and augment the request for renewal through interviews, observation, and a review of 
documents and materials. 

Within 60 days of submission 

The Charter review team accepts any amended drafts as final and makes its recommendation to Butte 
County Board of Education for approval or denial at the scheduled Board Meeting.  

Approval or denial actions must be completed at least 60 days prior to the expiration date of the current 
charter term. 

[Unless there is a mutual agreement to extend the timeline for an additional 30 days, the Board must 
approve or deny within 60 days of receipt of application.] 
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Butte County Office of Education Renewal Decision Process Flowchart 
This section will provide a visual representation of the renewal decision process and illustrates how t h e  c h a r t e r  o v e r s i g h t  o f f i c e  uses 
the Criteria for Renewal to come to a renewal recommendation. 
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Criterion 2: Sound Educational Program and Capacity to Implement 
Once the charter oversight office has determined that a school has met the Minimum Standard for Charter 
Renewal, the team determines if the school’s prior evidence base is sufficient to merit a positive 
renewal recommendation.   
 
In this stage of the renewal review process, the relevant Education Code §47605(b) is as follows: 

In reviewing petitions for the establishment of charter schools pursuant to this section, the 
chartering authority shall be guided by the intent of the Legislature that charter schools are and 
should become an integral part of the California educational system and that the establishment 
of charter schools should be encouraged. The governing board of the school district shall grant a 
charter for the operation of a school under this part if it is satisfied that granting the charter is 
consistent with sound educational practice. The governing board of the school district shall not 
deny a petition for the establishment of a charter school unless it makes written factual findings, 
specific to the particular petition, setting forth specific facts to support one or more of the 
following findings: 

(1) The charter school presents an unsound educational program for the pupils to be 
enrolled in the charter school. 

(2) The petitioners are demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement the program set 
forth in the petition. 

(3) The petition does not contain an affirmation of each of the conditions described in 
subdivision (d). 

(4) The petition does not contain reasonably comprehensive descriptions each of the 15 
elements (Not applicable to renewal petitions). 

(5) The petition does not contain a declaration of whether or not the charter school shall 
be deemed the exclusive public employer of the employees of the charter school.  

While the criteria are the same, the body of evidence available has increased significantly since the initial 
petition for a new school.  In contrast to an initial petition for a new school, a renewal request involves a 
school with a track record of performance, in the form of student achievement data as well as academic, 
governance and fiscal records.  Thus, sound educational program and capacity for implementation are 
assessed against the past performance of the existing charter school as indicators of likely future 
performance, including any applicable benchmarks that have been established.  Consistent oversight 
records will assist with documenting progress and developmental needs year-to-year over the life of the 
charter. 
 
In this stage of the renewal process, Criterion 2: Sound Educational Program and Capacity to Implement, 
the charter review team will examine the school’s renewal application documenting four key areas of 
charter school performance: 
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1. Student Achievement and Educational Performance 
2. Governance and Organizational Management 
3. Fiscal Operations 
4. Fulfillment of the Charter 

 
As  part  of the  four  categories  listed above,  the  review shall  include  the  school’s compliance with 
applicable law, regulations, court orders, any applicable memorandum of understanding, and the terms 
of its charter.   Within each of the four categories above are a set of indicators that serve as a source of 
evidence regarding the soundness of the school’s educational program and its capacity to implement 
the program.    For example, the school’s academic performance, including the performance of subgroups; 
reclassification rate, and high school graduation rate, as applicable, all provide insight into the success 
that the school’s educational program has had over the life of its charter.   The school’s fiscal operations, 
as revealed by indicators such as clean fiscal audits, assets, and enrollment history, are signs of the 
school’s capacity to implement. 
 
To make a determination regarding the soundness of the educational program and the school’s capacity 
for implementation, the review team reviews the record of school performance, as documented in the 
renewal application and evidence collected throughout the charter term by the charter oversight 
administrator.   
 
The most recently approved charter petition of the school serves as the outline of the specific measures 
of accountability for renewal, including multiple performance measures of student achievement data, 
acceptable governance, operations and fiscal practices.  However, there may be instances in which a 
charter school has met the minimum thresholds for renewal and met the terms of its charter, but still 
raises  questions  as  to  the  educational  soundness  of  its  program  or  the  likelihood  of  successfully 
implementing its program.  A written factual finding that “the charter school presents an unsound 
educational program for the pupils to be enrolled” shall be based on multiple measures, including, but 
not limited to, data showing a lack of academic progress among students, as determined by analysis of 
student data over the term of the charter.   
 
As part of its analysis of a charter school’s record of performance over the term of the charter, the review 
team  will  assess the renewal application and oversight reports documenting the  extent  to  which charter  
school  governing board members  and staff  have,  for example,  successfully  implemented  the  terms  
of  their  charter,  addressed  deficiencies,  and demonstrated capacity to continue to do so in the future 
based on evidence of past performance.  This includes a review of the school’s performance in the areas 
of academic achievement, governance, organizational management, finance, and the attainment of 
applicable benchmarks, as well as a review of the statutory criteria for renewal. 
 

Pathway to Renewal 
 
Following the review of a school’s overall performance through the penultimate year of its charter, the 
charter oversight office will assign each school one of two pathways to renewal:  Expedited or Standard.    
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Based on their assessment, the charter renewal review staff determines whether additional evidence 
would be necessary to make positive finding regarding the soundness of the educational program and the 
school’s capacity to implement.  In the late spring of the penultimate year of the charter, the charter 
oversight office reviews previous oversight records and when possible makes a tentative assignment of 
charter schools to Expedited or Standard Renewal pathways. The receipt of State test results will be used 
to finalize the assignment of non ASAM schools. 

Standard Renewal 
 
If the oversight office finds that additional evidence from the final year of the charter is necessary, the 
school is assigned to the Standard Renewal pathway and the charter oversight administrator works with 
the school to schedule a Renewal Site Visit during the fall of the final year of the charter.  The purpose of 
the Renewal Site Visit is to verify and corroborate assertions made by the charter school within its renewal 
petition and to gather further evidence and additional information related to the Criteria for Renewal.  In 
addition to document review, the site visit will include a tour of the school facility, classroom observations, 
and interviews with key stakeholders of the charter school including charter school administrators, 
teachers, parents, students, and members of the governing board/ governing councils. 

Expedited Renewal 
 
If  the  review  of  the  school’s  prior  accomplishments  reveals  that  the  school  has  already amassed a 
sufficient track record to merit a positive renewal recommendation prior to the final year of the charter, 
then the school is assigned to the Expedited Renewal pathway.  In addition to meeting Criterion 1: 
Minimum Standard for Charter Renewal, these schools have demonstrated high levels of performance in 
each of the four areas of Criterion 2: Sound Educational Program and Capacity to Implement (Student 
Achievement and Educational Performance; Governance and Organizational Management; Operations; 
and Fulfillment of the Charter).   As an acknowledgment of high levels of performance, the Expedited 
Renewal Process creates a “fast-track to renewal” for high performing charter schools.  In these cases, 
the charter oversight office will schedule an abbreviated oversight visit at some point during the final 
year of the charter rather than conduct a full Renewal Site Visit. At a minimum, this will include a 
physical site visit. 
 
Charter schools assigned an Expedited Renewal pathway will document in writing their most promising 
practices and submit them to BCOE via the charter oversight office as part of their submission. 

Criterion 3: Reasonably Comprehensive Renewal Petition 
 
The third of the Criteria for Renewal is submission of a Reasonably Comprehensive Renewal Petition.   In 
contrast to the two previous criteria which assessed the school’s past accomplishments, this criterion is 
focused on the school’s future. It requires the school to describe its plans for academic program, structure, 
and operations of the term of a future renewal charter, should a renewal petition be granted. 
 
Education Code §47607 requires the Renewal Petition to contain the same 15 elements as the initial 
petition and to be assessed according to the same “reasonably comprehensive” standard.   As such, it is 
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reviewed and evaluated according to the processes, criteria and timelines in the first section of this 
document, New School Petitions.  This section contains a brief description of the review process and 
specifies how the Renewal Petition differs from the Initial Petition.  For a detailed description of the steps 
from petition submission to board recommendation, please refer to the section entitled New School 
Petitions. 
 
Butte County Board of Education policy requires charter schools applying for renewal to submit their 
request for Renewal at least 120 days prior to the expiration of the existing charter.  Upon receipt of a 
Renewal Petition (Expedited or Standard), the BCOE charter oversight administrator will review the 
petition for completeness.  The oversight administer will then meet with the review team for advisement 
in their content area of expertise to assess the comprehensiveness of the 15 elements.  
 
In determining what constitutes a reasonably comprehensive description, the renewal review team is 
guided by the California State Board of Education’s Code of Regulations §11967.5.1 Criteria for the Review 
and Approval of Charter School Petitions by the State Board of Education.  Charter leaders are advised to 
refer to Appendix A and the BCOE Charter Petition Review Checklist to ensure requirements are met. 

Differences between Initial and Renewal Petition 
 
The Renewal Petition is very similar to the initial charter petition with a few important differences. The 
Renewal Petition asks the charter schools to document the extent to which the charter school has met 
the Criteria for Renewal in the previous charter term, and present any proposed revisions to update its 
academic program, governance structure, and fiscal operations for the term of a future renewal charter, 
should one be granted.  While the school previously developed a charter petition containing reasonably 
comprehensive descriptions of each of the 15 elements, time has passed since its original submission. 
During the life of the charter term, multiple changes may have taken place, including additions and 
revisions of applicable laws, revisions of the Butte County Board of Education policy, and modifications 
to the school’s program. 
 
The charter oversight administrator will support the school, as requested, with locating the most recent 
required language and local policy.  This will enable the school to make revisions that align with any 
policy changes that have occurred during the course of its charter.   
 
In addition, through prior oversight, the charter oversight administrator will have communicated critical 
issues of concern to the charter school.  In order to secure a finding of reasonably comprehensive, the 
school must address the remediation of these issues within the renewal petition.   For example, student 
achievement data may have revealed that certain subgroups have been performing at significantly lower 
levels.  BCOE would expect the renewal petition to present its plans to support those students during the 
term of its next charter. 
 
Other than the two situations named above, the charter school only needs to update the elements for 
which they propose changes in the next charter term, ensuring each element of the Renewal Petition is 
addressed thoroughly.  Not ensuring each element is addressed thoroughly leaves the charter vulnerable 
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to a finding of not having a reasonably comprehensive petition or being able to successfully implement 
the program. 

Promising Practices 
 
In fulfillment of the Charter Schools Act’s direction to “encourage of the use of different and innovative 
teaching methods" and as means to improve the learning opportunities for all Butte County students, the 
charter oversight administrator will disseminate "Promising Practices” from the charter schools that are 
meeting and exceeding the Criteria for Renewal. 
 
Schools invited to apply for Expedited Renewal are asked to submit a brief summary of one or the more 
promising practices that have contributed to the school’s success.  They are asked to consider the 
following questions: 
 

• Is this an instructional, operational or fiscal practice? 
• How is it aligned to the charter school’s mission and/or vision? 
• How was it developed? How was it implemented?  
• How has it impacted student achievement? 

 
The Butte County Superintendent of Schools may disseminate these promising practices to other Butte County 
schools via the BCOE website, in-person leadership meetings, and by other means, as opportunities arise. 

Renewal Recommendation and Action by the Board of Education 
 
In order to make a recommendation to the Board of Education regarding the charter school’s renewal, the 
charter oversight office will evaluate all evidence regarding the extent to which the charter school has 
met the Criteria for Renewal; conduct a Renewal Site Visit, or Abbreviated Site Visit; and evaluate the 
comprehensiveness and feasibility of the school’s plans for a future charter.  
 
The  Board  of  Education  takes  action  on  the  recommendation  of  the  charter oversight office.    Within  
the  guidelines delineated in Education Code §47605, and the Criteria for Renewal, the Board of Education 
will make a final decision regarding charter renewal as described in the New School Petitions portion of 
this document.    The Board of Education may approve Renewal Petitions with or without conditions 
and/or benchmarks.   The Board of Education may deny a Renewal Petition according to Education Code 
§47605 if the charter school fails to meet the standard for renewal outlined within the Criteria for 
Renewal, or if the Board of Education finds that: 
 

1. The charter school will provide an unsound educational program for students during the term of 
its charter; 

2. The charter school is demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement the program set forth in 
the petition; 

3. The petition does not contain the necessary affirmations set forth in the Charter Schools Act; or 
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4. The petition does not contain reasonably comprehensive descriptions of the fifteen required 
elements set forth in the Charter Schools Act. 

5. The petition does not contain a declaration of whether or not the charter school shall be deemed 
the exclusive public employer of the employees of the charter school for purposes of Chapter 10.7 
(commencing with Section 3540) of Division 4 of Title 1 of the Government Code. 
 

In the event a renewal is denied, the charter oversight administrator will ensure all necessary 
documentation (including Findings of Fact and Confirmation of Denial) is delivered as required. 
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Roles and Responsibilities at Each Stage of the Renewal Process 
 

Renewal Stage Charter Oversight Office Charter School 

Criterion 1: 
Minimum Standard for 
Renewal 

Determine if the school is eligible 
for renewal according to the 
Charter Schools Act (Education 
Code 47607). 

 

Criterion 2: 
Sound Educational 
Program & Capacity to 
Implement 

Review the school’s overall 
performance according to the 
measures in the most recently 
approved charter petition and 
the Criteria for Renewal.  Gather 
totality of evidence record. 
 
Review previous oversight 
records (record of year-to-year 
oversight). 

Respond to requests for data 
necessary for the charter 
oversight office to determine if 
the school meets the Criteria for 
Renewal. 

Pathway to Renewal 

Assign charter school to 
Expedited or Standard Renewal 
Pathway. 
 
Communicate the assigned 
pathway of renewal to the 
school. 
 
Coordinate with the school to set 
a date for the Renewal Site Visit, 
or abbreviated site visit for 
schools assigned to Expedited 
Renewal. 

Work with the division to set a 
date for the Renewal Site Visit, or 
abbreviated site visit.  Provide 
any additional information 
needed, or as requested by the 
charter oversight office. 

Criterion 3: 
Renewal Petition 

Review renewal petition. 
Communicate feedback to the 
school. 
 
Conduct the Renewal Site Visit 
for school applying for Standard 
Renewal. 
 
Review the school’s promising 
practice description. 

Submit renewal petition.  
Respond to feedback from the 
charter oversight office.  
 
Participate in the Renewal Site 
Visit. 

Renewal  
Recommendation 

Consider the school’s evidence 
base (including state test scores, 
Criteria for Renewal, and year-to-
year oversight) as well as its Self-
Study and Renewal Site Visit (if 
applicable) in making a renewal 
recommendation to the Board. 
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MATERIAL REVISIONS        
 

Introduction  
 
During the term of its charter, a charter school may determine that it is necessary or desirable to seek an 
amendment of its current approved charter.  The Board must approve any proposed change to the 
provisions of a charter before the change can be implemented.  While some proposed changes to a charter 
may be deemed non-material and, therefore, can be handled administratively by the charter oversight 
office, any amendment that would constitute a “material revision” of the charter must be approved by 
the governing board of the charter school and the Board of Education in accordance with California 
Education Code §47607(a)(1).  Material revisions are governed by the same standards and criteria that 
apply to new petitions (Cal. Ed. Code §47607(a) (2)).  Accordingly, the charter oversight office must 
determine whether the charter,  as  amended,  would  be  reasonably  comprehensive,  educationally  
sound,  and  likely  to  be successfully  implemented.  Based on its conclusion, the charter oversight office 
makes a recommendation to the Board of Education.  The following guide serves to provide charter school 
governing boards, administrators, staff and the public a clear understanding of the process for submitting 
and reviewing applications for material revisions of charters. 

Material Revision Application Review Process 
The following section describes each phase of the application and review process for material revisions. 
 

Step 0: Prior to Submission of the Application for Material Revision 
 

Once a charter school determines it wants to request an amendment of its current approved charter, it 
should contact the charter oversight office administrator.  The oversight administrator will work with the 
school to ascertain whether the proposed amendment amounts to a “material revision” that requires 
Board approval. 

 
Amendments that constitute “material revisions” include, but are not necessarily limited to, any change 
that would significantly alter a charter school's mission, vision, educational philosophy, educational 
program, governance, or organizational structure. These changes may include but are not limited to: 
• The addition or reduction of grades served 
• Enrollment increases above the enrollment capacity in the charter 
• Change of, or addition, to facilities 

 
Note:  Where applicable, to receive consideration in a Proposition 39 facilities request for a particular 
fiscal year, any increase in enrollment above the enrollment capacity in the charter must be approved by 
November 1 of the preceding fiscal year. 
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Upon making the determination whether the proposed change is a material revision, the charter oversight 
office will promptly inform the charter school of the decision, generally within three (3) business days.  If 
the proposed change is determined to be a material revision of the charter, the school must seek approval 
of its proposal through the material revision application process outlined below.   

Step 1: Submission and Review of the Application for Material Revision 
 
In order to be accepted for review, an application requesting material revision of a charter must be 
complete.  The charter oversight office provides resources, as requested and available, to assist the 
charter school in the preparation of the application for material revision of its charter.  Additionally, the 
charter oversight administrator and other BCOE staff are available to respond to technical questions, as 
requested. 

 
Once  the  charter  school  has  submitted  a  complete  material  revision  application,  the charter oversight 
office,  in coordination with other appropriate district staff, will review the submitted revisions in order 
to determine its recommendation. Under certain circumstances, the charter oversight office may 
determine that it is necessary to conduct a capacity interview as part of its effort to ascertain whether the 
school has the capacity to successfully implement the proposed changes. In that event, the charter 
oversight office will notify the school promptly so that the interview can be scheduled as soon as 
practicable.  The petitioner team should plan to make itself available for the capacity interview within five 
(5) days of receiving notification from the charter oversight office. 
 

Step 2: Recommendation and Board Action 
 
Upon review, if the charter oversight office determines that it will recommend approval of the requested 
material revision(s) to the Butte County Board of Education, the charter oversight administrator will draft 
the material revision agreement document and send it to the charter school for execution (signature).  In 
addition to the proposed material revision(s), the document will include those revisions necessary to 
conform the charter to current California Education Code and Board of Education policy since the current 
charter was granted.    The charter oversight office will proceed to schedule and prepare for Board action 
on the recommendation of approval of the material revision request.  The material revision agreement 
document must be signed by the charter school prior to Board action. 
 
If the charter oversight office determines that it will recommend denial of the requested material 
revision(s), it will notify the school promptly. At that time, the school may choose to withdraw the request 
or indicate its  intent  to  proceed  to  Board  action  notwithstanding  the  charter oversight office  
recommendation.    If the school determines not to withdraw the request, the charter oversight office will 
proceed with scheduling and preparing for Board action on the recommendation of denial of the request 
for material revision. 
 
Based on the recommendation of the charter oversight office and the guidelines delineated in Education 
Code §47605 and 47605.6, the Board of Education will make a final decision to approve or deny the 
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request for material revision of the charter.  The Board of Education may approve a request for material 
revision with or without conditions or benchmarks. The Board of Education may deny a request for 
material revision if it finds that: 
 

1. The charter school will provide an unsound educational program for students during the term of 
its charter; as amended. 

2. The charter school is demonstrably unlikely to successfully implement the program set forth in 
the petition; as amended. 

3. The petition does not contain the necessary affirmations set forth in the Charter Schools Act; as 
amended. 

4. The petition does not contain reasonably comprehensive descriptions of the fifteen required 
elements set forth in the Charter Schools Act; as amended. 

5. The petition does not contain a declaration of whether or not the charter school shall be deemed 
the exclusive public employer of the employees of the charter school for purposes of Chapter 10.7 
(commencing with Section 3540) of Division 4 of Title 1 of the Government Code; as amended. 

 
Should the  charter  school’s  request  for  material  revision  of  its  charter  be  denied,  the  school  will 
continue to operate under the terms of its current approved charter. 
 

Material revisions shall take effect immediately upon Board approval, unless a different effective date 
expressly applies, such as the beginning of the next school year. 
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Roles and Responsibilities at Each Step of the Material Revision Application Review 

Process 

Application Review Step Charter Oversight Office Charter School 
Step 0: 
Prior to Submission 

Determine whether proposed 
amendment constitutes “material 
revision” of the charter. 
 
Provide material revision 
submission instructions. 

Contact the charter oversight 
office to communicate intent to 
seek amendment of charter. 
 
Learn about the material revision 
submission and review process 
and expectations for successful 
applications. 

Step 1: 
Submission and Review 

Review material revision 
application. 
 
Determine, in consultation with 
appropriate District staff, 
whether the proposed material 
revision is educationally sound, 
likely to be successfully 
implemented, and reasonably 
comprehensive 
 
Conduct capacity interview, as 
needed. 

Ensure that material revision 
application is complete and ready 
for submission. 
 
Participate in capacity interview, 
as needed. 

Step 2: 
Recommendation and Board 
Action 

Prepare recommendation and 
material revision agreement. 
 
Work with charter school to 
finalize the proposed material 
revision agreement. 
 
Present recommendation to the 
Board. 

Execute (sign) material revision 
agreement. 
 
Work with the charter oversight 
office to finalize the proposed 
material revision agreement. 
 
Attend Board meeting, if desired. 

 

 
The charter oversight office encourages the submission of requests for material revision between August 
1 and March 15. 
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ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS       
 

Educating Students with Disabilities 
 

I. Legal Obligations 
 

All  public  schools,  including  charter  schools,  are  required  to  adhere  to  and  implement  the 
requirements of all applicable Federal and State laws and regulations pertaining to the provision of 
appropriate special education programs and services to students with disabilities.   BCOE is also 
committed to the prevention and elimination of hostile environments in all of its public schools. The 
following  outlines  the  requirements  District-authorized  charter  schools  must  follow  to  educate 
students with disabilities within the District: 
 

A. Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 
 
The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (“IDEA”), 2004 is the Federal law that governs 
special education.  This law requires that those states and their local educational agencies 
that accept federal funding under the IDEA must have policies and procedures in place 
which ensures “a free appropriate public education” (“FAPE”) is available to children with 
disabilities residing in the state between the ages of 3 and 21, inclusive, including children with 
disabilities who have been suspended or expelled from school. 
 
The  governance  of  this  legislation applies  to  students  who  are  determined  to  have  an 
eligible disability, require special education and/or specialized services and are between the 
ages of 3 and 21. 

 

Federal law requires that a continuum of placement options be made available to meet the 
needs of students with disabilities.  This includes general education sites, special schools and 
centers, non-public schools, hospital and home programs as well as residential schools. 

 

B. Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 
 
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 often called “Section 504” is a Federal civil 
rights  law  that  prohibits  discrimination/harassment  on  the  basis  of  a  disability  in  any 
program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.  Public schools are among a broad 
range of entities that must comply with the non-discrimination requirements of this law. 
 
Many  of  the  requirements  of  this  law  mirror  those  of  IDEA  such  as  “Child  Find”  and 
evaluation for services, development of a service plan and timelines.  A comprehensive outline  
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of  the  requirements  and  processes  of  Section  504  is  provided  in  Superintendent Policy 
on the BCOE website. 
 

C. Americans with Disabilities Act 
 

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) gives civil rights protections to individuals with 
disabilities that are like those provided to individuals on the basis of race, sex, national 
origin, and religion. It guarantees equal opportunity for individuals with disabilities in 
employment, public accommodations, transportation, State and local government services, and 
telecommunications. While not specifically addressing special education services, the Supreme 
Court ruled in 1999 that under the protections afforded by this law, “no person with a 
disability can be unjustly excluded from participation in or be denied the benefits of services, 
programs or activities of a public entity.” Public agencies, including school districts, are 
considered public entities. 

 
D. California Charter Schools Act 

 
The provisions of the California Charter Schools Act specifically set forth that a charter school 
shall not discriminate against any pupil on the basis of any of the characteristics listed in 
Education Code §220 which includes disability as a prohibited basis.   
 

E. Charter Schools’ Facilities Requirements 
 
California law requires all charter schools to occupy one of the following types of facilities: 
 
(1) Facilities  that  comply  with  the  California  Building  Standards  Code  as  adopted  and 

enforced by the local building enforcement agency with jurisdiction over the area in 
which the charter school is located;  

(2) Facilities that comply with the Field Act; (3) Facilities exclusively owned or controlled by 
an entity that is not subject to the California Building Standards Code, such as the federal 
government.  In addition, charter schools are required to adhere to the program 
accessibility requirements of Federal law (Americans with Disabilities Act and Section 
504). 

 
BCOE will work collaboratively with local building enforcement agencies to obtain assurances 
that the certificates of occupancy issued for District-authorized charter schools located within 
their jurisdiction meet all applicable building, safety and health codes, including but not 
limited to, the accessibility requirements of the law. 

 
F. Special Education Local Plan Area (“SELPA”) Participation 

Prior  to BCOE  Board  of  Education  approval,  charter  schools  shall  execute  a  Memorandum  
of Understanding (“MOU”) by and between BCOE and the charter school regarding the 
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provision and funding of special education services consistent with the requirements of the 
Butte County SELPA Local Plan for Special Education. 

 
District-authorized charter schools permitted to participate in an out-of-District SELPA will be 
required to execute a Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) by and between BCOE and the 
charter school (if considered a Local Educational Agency (“LEA”) regarding the provision of 
special education services.  The receiving out-of-District SELPA Local Plan must be provided to 
BCOE for review and must contain a commitment to ensure that the District-authorized charter 
schools assume all responsibility for the students with disabilities that enroll in the charter 
schools and that the receiving SELPA is accountable for oversight, monitoring, and 
implementing requirements.  In order to effectuate  this  change  for  existing  charters,  a  
petition  amendment  and  Board  approval  will  be required unless the issue is addressed at 
the time of charter petition renewal. 

 

Conflicts of Interest 

An important responsibility for charter schools is effective and ethical governance.  All charter schools 
authorized by the Butte County Board of Education must commit to the highest level of ethical standards.  
Charter schools authorized by the Butte County Board of Education shall comply with all applicable conflict 
of interest requirements.  As a general guide, members of the charter school’s executive board; any 
administrators, managers or employees; and any other committees of the school shall establish and abide 
by policies and procedures that comply with applicable federal and state laws and regulations, nonprofit 
integrity standards, and the Butte County Board of Education charter school policies and regulations 
regarding conflicts of interest as part of a reasonable comprehensive description of school governance. 

 
I. Political Reform Act 

 
Enacted in 1974, the Political Reform Act was passed by California voters to promote integrity and 
transparency in state and local government agencies by helping agency decision makers avoid conflicts 
between their personal interests and official duties.  Under the Act, these individuals are required to 
disclose certain financial interests on their Form 700 filings. 

 
A. Form 700s 
In accordance with the Political Reform Act, as part of compliance with the BCOE Conflict of 
Interest Code, every member of a public charter school board of directors and each public charter 
school officer, employee, or consultant meeting the three-pronged criteria9 established under 
state law shall file a state-mandated Form 700 Statement of Economic Interests with the local 
public school district (1) within 30 days of assuming office, (2) annually thereafter, and (3) within 
30 days after leaving office.  Each individual’s Form 700 Statement of Economic Interest shall 
remain on file at the charter school’s primary administrative office and the original forwarded to 
the charter oversight office.  Form 700s must be made available, upon request, for inspection by 
any member of the public. 
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9 The three-pronged criteria established under the Act for determining Form 700 filing positions are: 1) Is the 
position involved in making governmental decisions on behalf of the charter school?, 2) Is the position involved in 
making financial decisions on behalf of the charter school?, and 3) Is the position involved in advising decision- 
makers regarding governmental and financial decisions on behalf of the charter school? If the answer is yes to any 
of the three questions above, the position is a Form 700 filing position. 

 
Liaison Process & List of Charter School Filers 

 
• April 1 is the statutory deadline for annual filing of the Form 700 SEIs.  Prior to April 1 of each year. 

Each charter school or CMO should identify a Form 700 liaison to collect and mail its original SEIs 
to the charter oversight office, or submit them in person.  Originals must be sent as the state law 
prohibits e-mails and faxes.  Each charter school or CMO should also submit an organizational 
chart and roster of their designated filers. 

 
Notifications 

 
• Charter  school  filers  that fail  to meet  the  annual April 1  deadline  will  receive  two reminder 

notices from BCOE’s charter school financial oversight team. They will report to the California Fair 
Political Practices Commission any filers that remain delinquent thirty (30) days after the date of 
the second reminder notice. 
 

Late Fines 
 

• The California Fair Political Practices Commission may impose fines on charter school officials 
that fail to file Form 700 SEIs in the manner described above. 
 

Beyond what is outlined above, it is the responsibility of the charter provider to ensure that charter 
school employees understand not only filing requirements but also the requirements regarding conflicts 
of interest, self-dealing, and incompatible activities, which should be reasonably set forth in the 
governance provisions of the charter. 
 
AUTHORITY: California Education code sections 35160, 47600 et 

Seq. and all sections cited within those provisions; 
 
California Government Code sections 1090, 6250 et seq., 
54950 et seq., 81000 et seq. 
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APPENDIX A: 

Reasonably Comprehensive Petition     

 
In order to be approved, the petition must contain a “reasonably comprehensive” description of each of 
the 15 elements required by California Education Code §47605(b).    In determining what constitutes a 
reasonably comprehensive description, the charter oversight office is guided by the California State 
Board of Education’s Code of Regulations §11967.5.1 Criteria for the Review and Approval of Charter 
School Petitions by the State Board of Education.  Please refer to the Charter Petition Review Checklist for 
details on what is required, highly recommended and good practice. 
 
In addition to specifically providing indicators for each of the 15 elements, the state regulations state that 
in order to be considered reasonably comprehensive, the petition must provide information that: 
 

(1) Is substantive and is not, for example, a listing of topics with little elaboration. 
(2) For elements that have multiple aspects: addresses essentially all aspects of the elements, not 

just selected aspects. 
(3) Is specific to the charter petition being proposed, not to charter schools or charter petitions 

generally. 
(4) Describes, as applicable among the different elements, how the charter school will: 

(A) Improve student achievement and Education Performance. 
(B) Increase  learning  opportunities  for  its  pupils,  particularly  students  who  have  been 
identified as academically low achieving. 
(C)  Provide parents, guardians, and pupils with expanded educational opportunities. 
(D) Hold itself accountable for measurable, performance-based pupil based outcomes. 
(E)  Provide vigorous competition with other public school options available to parents, 
guardians, and students. 
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